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Single web camera robust interactive eye-gaze tracking method
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Abstract. Eye-gaze tracking is an aspect of human-computer interaction still growing in popularity,. Tracking human gaze point can help
control user interfaces and may help evaluate graphical user interfaces. At the same time professional eye-trackers are very expensive and
thus unavailable for most of user interface researchers and small companies. The paper presents very eﬀective, low cost, computer vision
based, interactive eye-gaze tracking method. On contrary to other authors results the method achieves very high precision (about 1.5 deg
horizontally and 2.5 deg vertically) at 20 fps performance, exploiting a simple HD web camera with reasonable environment restrictions.
The paper describes the algorithms used in the eye-gaze tracking method and results of experimental tests, both static absolute point of
interest estimation, and dynamic functional gaze controlled cursor steering.
Key words: eye-gaze tracking, computer vision, human computer interaction, real-time tracking.

1. Introduction
Among eye tracking systems two main branches of their functionality can be distinguished: diagnostic and interactive [1].
As the ﬁrst group is mainly dedicated to precise medical [2–
4] ergonomic [5, 6] biometric [7] or marketing [8, 9] researches, interactive eye-gaze tracking systems provide solutions mainly for selective human computer interaction and
gaze-contingent solutions [10–29]. Interactive eye-gaze tracking methods, exploited in human computer interaction ﬁeld,
can be also complemented by other human senses related
modalities like, voice communication [30–33], hand movements [34–36] or even brain waves analysis [37], satisfying
broad natural communication with computer.
Though interactive gaze tracking systems have relatively
lower precision and accuracy, than diagnostic one, such systems assure, from the application point of view, fully functional, robust, real-time response and system interactive reaction.
There were several attempts, where interactive solutions stability and precision improvement was considerably enhanced
by system intrusiveness. Due to special devices attached directly to the skin or enforcing users to wear uncomfortable
glasses or helmets [38-40], systems reduce correlation costs
between eyes related and eye tracking device related, coordinating systems.
Fortunately, due to computer vision methods development
and digital cameras increasing performance, non-intrusive, appearance based methods have been still growing in popularity
[41–45]. Using computer vision and geometrical properties
of the eyes, gaze direction can be estimated without the need
of any kind of physical contact with the user. Great amount
of non-intrusive gaze tracking methods exploited dedicated
IR light sources [43–50]. Among them there are professional
video-based eye trackers which still are relatively expensive
(i.e.: Tobii eye-tracker).
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Meanwhile authors claim that, especially for interactive
eye-tracking system, non-professional equipment without dedicated light sources can work suﬃciently, on condition overcoming several barriers. Simple video cameras are widely
available, and when equipped with appropriately elaborated
gaze tracking software, a powerful interactive eye-tracking
system can be constructed.
Though Hansen [47] review has shown that appearance
based methods, considering daylight environment, are conﬁned to a precision of about 5 deg, authors have elaborated
a method of considerably higher precision.
Presented paper describes a simple, non-intrusive, interactive and eﬀective method for tracking eye movements and eye
blinking detection. Method did not enforce any sophisticated
lighting condition, besides moderately uniform illumination
assuring perceptible contrast between skin color and colors of
eyelid and iris. Method was not veriﬁed against people with
albinism and other skin and iris color extinction diseases.
Additionally, the method requires HD web camera and
limited head movement – head orientation compensation was
necessary for the whole gaze-tracking system but it was not
discussed within this paper. Nevertheless image based approach, the method belongs to, may fail under strongly uncomfortable lighting (strong shadows encompassing eyes) and
color conditions or if a user has been wearing glasses occluding crucial part of eye region. However satisfying mentioned,
moderate lighting and skin color assumptions, after simple
calibration, method has provided gaze point estimation high
accuracy. Moreover newly proposed geometric eyes’ features
vectors can be very eﬀectively calculated for low resolution
eyes’ images.
Very promising tests, performed with the implemented
method, were also described. Method was tested for both static gaze-point estimation and dynamic, gaze-controlled cursor
steering.
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2. Related work
Among diﬀerent interactive gaze tracking systems, several
non-intrusive appearance based selective and gaze-contingent
solutions can be found.
In selective interactive systems, eyes actively control the
system by means of gaze direction. A possible use of eye
trackers typically employ gaze as a pointing modality, i.e. in
similar manner to a mouse pointer. It can enable a user interface to be sensitive to the attention of a user. Sibert and Jacob
[51] showed that eye tracking interfaces are both usable and
superior to mouse driven interfaces for some metrics. Possible
applications involve selection of interface items as well as selection of objects or areas of virtual environment. Jacob [10]
demonstrated an intelligent gaze-based informational display.
The “What You Look At Is What You Get” idea let to scroll
the window to show information on visually selected items.
Starker and Bolt [11] presented gaze-controlled navigation in
a three dimensional environment. Tanriverdi and Jacob [12]
elaborated an eye-based interactive system with gaze acting
as a selective mechanism in VR. Another prototypical application of interactive eye tracking was screen displayed keyboard typing [13, 14], screen gaze controlled drawing [15] or
blink controlled web browsing [19], and such systems were
dedicated mainly for handicapped people. Santalla et al. [16]
adaptively cropped photographs basing on averaged region of
interest.
Interactive systems exploiting gaze direction for screen
display direct changes are called gaze-contingent systems.
Having user’s point of regard, a system can tailor the display or scene content so that the details are displayed at the
point (region) of gaze and degraded in the periphery. The idea
behind such systems is minimizing bandwidth requirements.
Within peripheral region of image-based approach, authors
suggested to diminish quality of scene rendering by decreasing visual details of displayed objects [20–23] or to change the
level of image codec compression [24, 25]. For object-based
approach authors suggested reducing resolution by aﬀecting
objects’ geometry prior to rendering [26–29]. O’Sullivan [30,
31] developed also gaze-contingent collision handling system.
Within quoted applications, powered by non-intrusive, single camera, interactive, gaze tracking methods, two main technical approaches were distinguished. First, the most popular,
considered light corneal reﬂections or glints on corneal surface caused by dedicated light sources [43, 46, 47]. Another
approach tended to evaluate geometric characteristics of eye
components (pupil, iris, sclera, limbus) interrelations and analyzed them in order to estimate gaze direction [47, 52–55].
Nguyen [53] and Williams [54] have localized eyes in the
camera derived calibration images and then calibration samples based, Gaussian process was used to calculate the predictive distribution, transforming eyes images into gaze point
on the screen. For training the distribution function, neural
networks were used. Also Sewell [56] has used eyes image
trained neural network for gaze estimation.
Betke [55], Liu [57] and Kao [58] suggested tracking characteristic features of the eye regions throughout all subsequent
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camera frames. Once recorded, fragment of eye ball was located in subsequent frames basing on the best correlation
coeﬃcients [55], mean-shift algorithm [57] or pattern voting scheme [58]. Authors reported that direct mapping of eye
center onto mouse cursor position, had resulted in a miserable
precision.
Magee [59] has evaluated gaze direction basing on adjustment of eyes’ images. Subtraction of left and right eyes
images (one of the eye images was mirrored) let evaluate gaze
direction. Nevertheless method’s tests have limited its functionality to moving cursor horizontally, to the left or to the
right respectively.
Yamazoe [60] and Ishikawa [61] have proposed eye model based gaze estimation exploiting iris center, eye ball center
and eye corners interrelations. However, the obtained precision was only about 5 deg. horizontally and 7 deg. vertically.
Method presented in the paper, neither imposes severe
lighting conditions nor requires long training. Assuming that
user, being interested in some point of the screen, is enforced
to freeze his head for at least several frames, the head and
eyes were tracked on frames by direct highly optimized Haarlike classiﬁer and upgraded between similar frames. Thus
method does not use any sophisticated features tracking algorithm [62]. Similarly to Yamazoe and Magee, gaze estimation
was based on eyes images features, but features retrieval was
performed only in image space. In reward method provided
highly interactive frame rate of about 20 fps and on contrary
to Hansen [47] conclusions it featured high accuracy of about
1.5 degree horizontal and 4.5 degrees vertical gaze tracking
angular resolution.

3. Gaze point tracking method
The main goal of the method was to determine whether the user is looking at the screen or not, and if so – to determine the
point on which the user’s eyes are focused (gaze point). The
method relies on eyes region color analysis so it assumed that
eyelashes (emphasized by open eye eyelid wrinkles shadows)
and iris contrast decently with the skin color and no external
obstacles like thick border glasses, occluded or competed with
eyes appearance. On successful eyes detection, gaze analysis
could be preceded. It determined whether the user is looking
at certain place, or the gaze point is moving. This task can be
divided into ﬁve general stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Finding user’s face in the image.
Finding (on the face) eyes.
Iris and upper eyelid region segmentation.
Determining whether the eyes are opened.
If eyes are opened, estimating gaze point.

The particular stages are brieﬂy discussed below.
In order to ﬁnd user’s face within the image, the cascade of
Haar-like features classiﬁers (describing face) was used [63].
This solution, though computationally demanding, has been
chosen due to its eﬀectiveness and ease of use. Face detection
performance was improved by simple optimizations. Assuming, the system is dedicated to one user sitting in front of
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the camera, the biggest region satisfying Haar-like classiﬁer
was chosen as a valid face region. Subsequent iterations, of
the face localization, were initiated if the aggregated pixels’
values have changed more than 2% in relation to previous
frame. Otherwise former face region was set as valid for at
maximum 3 iterations.
The next stage was to ﬁnd the user’s eyes. For this purpose the cascade of Haar-like features classiﬁers (describing
eyes pair) was used [63, 64]. The eyes searching task was
performed only within the face region. Additional boosting
assumption was that stripe containing eyes should be localized within upper part of the face region. Within the face
region, 20% from the top (forehead) and 40% from the bottom (face below nostrils) can be cropped and rejected from
further analysis [65]. Inspected region limitation let to gain
several milliseconds for every cycle of the method.
Subsequent stage was to segment iris and upper eyelid region. It was noticed that upper eyelid (with eyelashes) reﬂects
eyeball extent and iris to eyelid relative position may reﬂect
gaze point after adequate calibration. As a consequence eyes
region was divided into two parts, comprising right and left
eye respectively (Fig. 1a). Consecutive operations were performed for both eyes separately and averaged at the end of
the whole process, as the brightness of each eye region may
diﬀer.

Fig. 1. Eyes inverted binarization with adaptive thresholding; a) original web camera image; b) image after histogram equalization; c)
manual thresholding; d) mean value thresholding; e) Otsu method
based thresholding Ref [67]; f) p-tile thresholding, after Ref [68]

Introductory step was eye’s image histogram equalization
(Fig. 1b). Subsequently, inverted binarization (low intensities
mapped to ‘1’ and high to ‘0’), both for manually estimated
threshold (Fig. 1c), and several adaptive threshold estimating methods were tested for iris and upper eyelid segmentation (Fig. 1d, 1e, 1f) [66–69]. Appropriate threshold value should let separate iris and upper eyelid region contour
from the eyebrow contour and other eye region elements. The
most valuable were Otsu [67] (Fig. 1e) and empirically adjusted (19%) percentile thresholding [68] (Fig. 1f) based binarization. OpenCV library default adaptive mean image value
thresholding has degraded slightly the contour and ﬁnally it
was rejected (Fig. 1d).
To delete possible noise, which has remained after binarization, operations of 1 pixel erosion and twice sequentially
applied 1 pixel dilatation were used.
The fourth stage was devoted to the eyes opening veriﬁcation. In fact it was performed twofold in order to ﬁnd
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 63(4) 2015

the most appropriate solution. The ﬁrst approach was based
on template matching [19], where cross-correlation between
templates acquired during initialization of the system (Fig. 2)
and non segmented current eye’s images (before stage 3) (Fig.
1b) was calculated, with the 70% correlation threshold.

Fig. 2. Exemplary eye images used as templates

Second approach was based on analysis of the eye regions
segmented within the 3rd stage of the method. As two considered approaches have not revealed any signiﬁcant diﬀerences,
both in precision (about 90%) and performance, the second
approach has been chosen as valid, mainly due to consistency
with the contour processing pipeline.
Within further processing the largest eye representing
region was selected. Possibly disjoint segmented regions
were concatenated – all minor contours found between horizontal lines bounding main region from top and bottom
(Fig. 3a). Other minor regions beyond two horizontal lines
were cropped. In consequence the valid eye region was constructed. Then region area based eye opening veriﬁcation was
possible. The heuristic method was inspired by observation
of eye region area and its convex hull area (Fig. 3). It was
noticed that closed eye region has similar area to its convex
hull area, while opened eye region was signiﬁcantly smaller
than its convex hull area. Conditions describing proportion between eye region area and its convex hull area are formulated
as follows:
Seye reg area
> 85% − eye is closed
Sconv hull area
(1)
Seye reg area
≤ 85% − eye is opened.
Sconv hull area

Fig. 3. Eye segmented regions and their convex hulls a) opened eye
disjoint region and its convex hull; b) opened eye joint region and
its convex hull; c) closed eye region and its convex hull

If eye region area (Seye reg area ) occupies more than 85%
(usually more than 90%) of the eye region’s convex hull area
(Sconv hull area ) the eye is closed, if less – eye is opened
(usually between 60% and 80%).
The last stage was to determine the gaze point through
analysis of resulting eye region. This was done in several
steps:
• calculating a window coordinating system axis aligned
bounding rectangle for segmented contour;
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• closing morphologically the segmented eyes regions
(Fig. 4a);
• calculating their distance transform and normalizing results
with MIN-MAX type normalization (Fig. 4c);
• calculating the resulting image geometric moments: bounding rectangle centroid (RC) and contour area ﬁrst order
moments (center of gravity – CG) (Fig. 4d);
• calculating the vector v connecting the above points
(Eq. (2)) within image coordinate system;
−
→
v = hv ; v i = hCG − RC ; CG − RC i; (2)
x

y

x

x

y

gaze point coordinates. During calibration user was asked to
record a speciﬁc number of vector v samples for each corner of the screen. Then, for each individual corner, the arithmetic mean of all samples was calculated. In this way 4 points
A, B, C, D representing vector v mean values, corresponding
to screen corners, were obtained (Fig. 6).
a)

b)

y

• normalizing vector v by dividing the vx coordinate by the
width and vy coordinate by the height of the contour bounding rectangle (Fig. 4d).

Fig. 6. Set of four points A, B, C, D and their coordinates representing averaged screen corners: a) averaged vector v values collected for
each screen corner; b) averaged vector v values after transformation
according to algorithm 1

In theory, the points (A, B, C, D) should create a rectangle, but due to eye movement interpersonal variability, the
points usually form a quadrangle (Fig. 6a). They should be
transformed so the resulting vertices were located at (0, 0),
(1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1) (Fig. 6b).
Process of characteristic points (A, B, C, D) transformation, was performed according to Algorithm 1.

Fig. 4. Eye contours, theirs bounding rectangles, centers of gravity
(white points – CG) and contour bounding rectangles centroids (grey
points – RC)

As it is presented in Fig. 5, relation between the contour center of gravity (CG) and its bounding volume centroid
(RC) reﬂects changes in gaze direction. Analysis of the vector v, upon previous calibration, allowed to determine user
gaze point.

Fig. 5. Eye contours, theirs bounding rectangles, centers of gravity
(white points – CG) and contour bounding rectangles centroids (grey
points – RC)

The goal of the calibration was to ﬁnd linear conversion
coeﬃcients transforming the v vector components into screen
882

Algorithm 1. Algorithm of points A = hAx ; Ay i, B =
hBx ; By i, C = hCx ; Cy i, D = hDx ; Dy i coordinates normalization.
step I coordinates of points A, B, C, D should be translated by vector h−Ax ; −Ay i
step II Coordinates of points B,C,D should be transformed according to equations:
x := x + (y/Dy ) (−Dx );
y := y + (y/Dy ) (1 − Dy );
step III coordinates of points B, C should be transformed
according to equations:
x := x + (x/Bx ) (1 − Bx );
y := y + (x/By ) (−By );
step IV coordinates of points C should be transformed according to equations:
x := x + (y/Cy ) (x/Cx ) (1 − Cx );
y := y + (y/Cy ) (x/Cx ) (1 − Cy ).
Sequence of operations from Algorithm 1 was recorded
and its transformation coeﬃcients were saved as a corresponding set of linear conversion coeﬃcients. These coeﬃcients
were used for gaze point estimation during tests of the application.
After completing the calibration, gaze point estimation
tests were possible. Current frame gaze point was estimated
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 63(4) 2015
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according to procedure described in Algorithm 1. The frame
absolute screen coordinates can be calculated as a multiplication of screen resolution and current resulting calibration
coeﬃcients – the lower left corner of the screen is represented by coordinates (0, 0) and the right top by (1, 1). If one of
the coordinates was less than 0 or greater than 1 it has meant
that the user was not looking at the screen.
As frames derived coeﬃcients provided noisy results, any
type of ﬁltering should be applied. Thus certain number of
samples was collected and averaged. In result, certain number
(discussed later in tests) of previous frames values inﬂuenced
currently estimated gaze point.

4. Tests
Eﬃciency of the method was tested on a group of 10 information technology students. The students were between 21
and 23 years old, and they did not have glasses. All the tests
were performed using Creative Live! Cam Sync HD 720p
web camera. The key parameter of this device was an image
resolution of 1280 × 720 pixels at 30 frames per second.
The ﬁrst group of tests goal was to measure a static position of the gaze point ﬁxation in relation to the mouse cursor position, the eyes were concentrated on. The testers were
placed about 75 m away from the monitor and the camera
was positioned on the laptop keyboard, midway between the
screen and the user. Tests were carried out on ten persons under the same conditions – with uniﬁed lighting and possibly
not moving head. In each test 25 measurements were made.
Achieved results are collected in Table 1.
Table 1
The average results of accuracy tests
No.
No.
of aver.
of calibr. samples
samples during
tests
50
20
100
30
200
60

Aver.
x
coord.
diﬀ.
[pix]
85.72
52.04
64.96

Stand. Aver.
y
dev. coord.
x
diﬀ.
[pix]
[pix]
70.83 83.28
29.26 76.96
53.95 71.4

Stand.
Stand.
Abs.
dev. distance
dev.
y
distance
[pix]
[pix]
[pix]
51.92
56.46
56.59

135.48
101.42
109.68

58.91
48.16
57.34

As one might notice, during each test, the diﬀerences between the x coordinates were usually smaller than between
the y coordinates. Apparently presented algorithm was doing
worse in determination of correct value of the gaze point for
y coordinate. Obtained precision of about 52 pixels (1 deg.1 .)
horizontally and 77 pixels (1.5 deg.3 ) vertically (101 pixels for distance – 1.95 deg.3) corresponds to metric precision of about 1.31 cm horizontally and 1.96 cm vertically
(2.56 cm for distance). Taking into consideration measurements substantial standard deviation of about 29 pixels horizontally (about 0.73 cm) and about 56 pixels vertically (about
1.41 cm) and assumed normal error distribution, the precision of the method falls down (with probability p > 68%)
to about 2.04 cm (1.56 deg.3) horizontally and 3.37 cm vertically (2.57 deg.3 ). These results sound very reasonably as

professional, IR based, eye tracking system accuracy2 , reached
about 0.65 cm (0.5 deg.3 ). It must be remarked that collected
individual data will be further ﬁltered.
One may also notice, that increasing the number of samples between 2nd and 3rd test had no signiﬁcant eﬀect on the
further improvement in the accuracy. It seems, that current
method has probably reached the limits of its accuracy in this
aspect and further increasing the number of samples would
be pointless. However it requires further method studies.
Second group of tests goal was to verify functional aspects of the eye-tracking method, while dynamic managing
gaze controlled cursor. Users were asked to follow the provided path (Fig. 7), from the darkest segment to the brightest
one, with a cursor controlled independently by three diﬀerent
input controllers: mouse, touchpad and ﬁnally web camera
supported with authors’ eye-gaze tracking method. The segment was accepted as visited if the cursor spent inside at least
0.5 second.

Fig. 7. Trajectory followed by cursor controlled with mouse, touchpad and eye-gaze tracking method

During experiments, the followed path had four diﬀerent
thicknesses: 50, 100, 150 and 200 pixels. Display screen resolution was 1366 × 768 pixels and corresponding physical dimension was 34.5 × 19.5 centimeters. In result 1 centimeter
corresponded to about 40 pixels.
Users have started from the darkest segment and were
asked to move the cursor with provided input controller along
the path. Total time of cursor passage was measured and percentage of time spent inside the path in comparison to total
time was collected. The sets of measurements were collected
individually for each tested path thickness. For each test 10
measurements were made. Achieved results were collected in
a Table 2.
Results of the eye-tracking dynamic precision tests have
shown that for paths of 150 and 200 pixels in width, gaze
controlled cursor movements were very precise and they were
comparable with mouse and touchpad accuracy. Even doubled cursor passage time was not severely perceptible as the
experience of controlling cursor with a mouse was not comparable with the gaze-based interaction. Following the path

1 Viewing
2 Tobii

angle estimated considering on screen metrical precision and the eyes to the screen distance of about 75 cm
Test speciﬁcation, Accuracy and precision test method for remote eye trackers, http://www.tobii.com/Global/Analysis/Training/Metrics/, (April 2013).
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of 100 pixels in width (about 2.5 cm) became a challenge
for the method but it has satisﬁed the cursor positioning
expectations in almost 80%, what made a very reasonable
achievement. Almost tripled time of passage in comparison
with a mouse was rewarded and justiﬁed by new user impressions. Unfortunately the path of 50 pixels in width (about
1.25 cm) was still beyond the scope of the method, not only
due to time devoted to cover the path distance but due to unacceptably low percentage of time (about 40%) spent within
a path.
Table 2
The average results of path controlling test
Path width
[pixels]
Mouse total
time [ms]
Mouse time
inside
the path [%]
Touchpad
total time [ms]
Touchpad time
inside
the path [%]
Camera total
time [ms]
Camera time
inside
the path [%]

50 pixels
width

100 pixels
width

150 pixels
width

200 pixels
width

8269 ms

7952 ms

7918 ms

8339 ms

98.09 %

99.73 %

100 %

100 %

12043 ms

10209 ms

9083 ms

8780 ms

99.68 %

99.74 %

100 %

100 %

35006 ms

23605 ms

17331 ms

16894 ms

40.39 %

78.97 %

98.86 %

99.20 %

Table 3
The results of CPU speed tests
Activity
Face detection
Eyes detection
Further transformation
of the image section that contains
the eyes and calculating the gaze point
Printing information on the console
Image conversion (RGB -> GRAY)

% of time devoted to it
24
23
20
9
7.5

Apparently, almost half of the time was consumed on face
and eyes detection. It shows, that this part of the algorithm in
the ﬁrst place, should be subjected to a more detailed analysis
and optimization. Tests have shown also that the system has
a lot of potential and there is still a lot of room for improvements.
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Provided paper has described simple and very eﬀective eyegaze tracking method. Results of its accuracy and speed
tests have been presented as well. The analysis of the results has shown that method was reasonably precise. Its metric resolution was about 2.04 cm horizontally and 3.37 cm
vertically what corresponds to angular resolution of 1.56
degree horizontally and 2.56 degrees vertically respectively.
The gaze tracking system performance was about 20 fps
what suited for most of interactive application requirements.
System performance has decreased to about 15 fps upon user rapid head movements due to time demanding process of
face and eyes searching. In this context using some techniques
of optical ﬂow analysis [62], or two correlated cameras, one
capturing the face and second searching for eyes within the
face, instead of current solution, may give similar results in
shorter time.
Method was tested not only statically, for its absolute precision, but also for its dynamic functionality. Very successful
rate of 80% for eye-gaze cursor control over the path of 100
pixels in width (about 2.5 cm) and almost 100% success rate
for wider paths, let exploit it as a fully professional input
device for human computer interaction tasks.
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